Saiku

Simple web collaboration
The problem

- Poor team collaboration solutions
- Need to be in touch

pablo@saiku.es

http://www.saiku.es
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Existing solutions

- Lotus Notes
- Microsoft Sharepoint
- Problem: Release cycles, installed software
- Desktop-only
Could you imagine Facebook’s as a desktop application?
Collaboration 2.0 needs a Web 2.0 approach
Saiku

- Simple web application.
- Manage many projects.
- People’s collaboration, not users.
- Share messages, documents and tasks.
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Saiku

- Open-source
- Hosted or installed
- Perfect for organizations and universities
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Dashboard

You have 4 late to-do's! (Hide)

2009-01-20 Semana del concurso: Llegada a las 22h al aeropuerto
2009-01-28 Semana del concurso: Salida a las 12h en el aeropuerto
2009-01-28 SeedRocket: ¡Presentar el proyecto y triunfar!
2009-02-17 Fund Raising: Finir plaquette

Projects
- Traten Energía
- Mis cosas
- Saiku
- BEST Paris
- Tutorial
- LMA
- Saiku gestión
- Taggart Transcontinental
- Hopkinson
- apuntes Modulo 12
- Diseño web y Catalogos
- Helicópteros
- IES Aguas Nuevas
- Grupo Imaer
- Saiku para formación
- SGC Aguas Nuevas
- Saiku's API
- Projet Accenture
- SeedRocket
- Slicehost lontxuen
- Saiku sales

Global Feeds
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Creating Message...

Message Title
Next monday

Body
Will you be around? I found "this site":http://www.helipuertos.org, where you can find some more stuff!

http://www.saiku.es
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Tasks

Open Source

- Remove all references to prosaiku.com
- Write setup tasks
- Option to choose local or S3 storage
- Make sure configuration is generic

Next actions

- Add locales to relative dates (“one day ago…”)
- Replace dates and times for l.8n strings
- No AJAX verification for confirm password on signup
- Bug: Primers should be per-user, not per-project
- Allow dragging items between lists
- Autodetect locale from browser
- Refactor for locales where possible
- Update production db to strip out bad textile
- Accept attachments from emails
- Bounce emails from email.rb if sender is not in the project

Add an Item
Chat

Dashboard  Messages  To-Do's  Pages  People  Chat

Pablo Villalba  Chat rooms are available  02/26 08:18 AM
Pablo Villalba  AJAX refresh  02/26 08:18 AM
Pablo Villalba  and multi-people chat  02/26 08:18 AM
Pablo Villalba  with archives  02/26 08:19 AM

Search Chat

People Online

Chat Archive

January 09  December 08
November 08  October 08
September 08

Pablo Villalba  less than a minute ago

Post Message

Saiku.es  |  Product blog
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Empowering people

- Community management for suggestions
- Open-source community
- It’s about people
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Technology

- Ruby on Rails, AJAX, jQuery
- Amazon S3 for unlimited storage capacity
- iPhone application
- More to come!
Is Saiku for you?

- Get a HOSTED version with basic branding
- Get an INSTALLED version with full access to the code and customization.
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Saiku

This was Pablo Villalba, at pablo@saiku.es

Get in touch!

http://www.saiku.es